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Introduction to
Adobe InDesign
Translation Services
The InDesign desktop publishing application by Adobe is one of the
most widely used software applications for creating professionally
formatted documents. Companies, professionals, and organizations
of many types use InDesign to format and publish a wide variety of
documents including promotional materials, reports, and manuals,
to mention just a few.
When documents are formatted using InDesign and put into use,
either electronically (e.g., online) or printed, these formatted
documents often then become original source material. Notes or
other inputs used in the preparation of the InDesign formatted
publications might not be retained in any organized way. Eventually
when the need arises to make documents available in a different
language, InDesign formatted documents are sometimes the most
logical candidates for translation.

Example
InDesign
Translation
Project
- Brazilian
Portuguese

“

Project Summary
• Translation Word Count: ~2400 words
• Pages in Finished Document: 8 pages
• Design Software: InDesign

Translation & InDesign
Formatting Are
Separate Services
Translation services are performed by professional translators
(linguists) that routinely work with language. Translators typically
work independent of detailed formatting.
Specialized document designers (desktop publishing specialists) can
take the translated text produced by translators and then place the
text back into the InDesign environment. A finished formatted
document in the specified new language is then the result.
Translation clients sometimes think of these independent services
as occurring at the same time. However, in most cases, translators
are not document designers, and vice versa.
Translation clients have the option of providing an InDesign
formatted document (in the form of a PDF) and receiving back only
the text translated without formatting. Clients can then handle
placing the formatted text back into InDesign. Or at the client’s
option the translation company can provide the service of InDesign
formatting in addition to translation.

Example
InDesign
Translation
Project
- Spanish
& French

“

Project Summary
• Translation Word Count: 97,000+ source words to
French and Spanish
• Pages in Finished Document: 412 pages
• Design Software: InDesign

How Translation
Companies Work
Translation companies such as Affinity Translation typically work
closely with a number of project-tested translators. Each translator
has particular areas of specialization depending on their
background, education, and interests. This allows translation
companies to assign each project to a translator that is well suited
for the subject matter of a project (e.g., technical, business,
marketing, et. al.).
Translation companies also provide the additional advantage of
having a defined quality control process. Post-translation
proofreading by a second translator is one such quality control
measure that translation companies can provide. In all cases
translators must be native speaking in the target language (the
language translating into).
InDesign publications can be translated into virtually any language.
Some of the most frequently requested languages for translation
are:
•
•
•
•
•

French
Spanish
German
Russian
Italian

•
•
•
•
•

Portuguese
Arabic
Chinese
Japanese
Korean

Example
InDesign
Translation
Project
- Simplified
Chinese

“

Project Summary
• Translation Word Count: ~700 words
• Pages in Finished Document: 2 pages
• Design Software: InDesign

Requesting A Quote
For InDesign Translation
InDesign translation project, whether large or small, begin with a
quote. Quotes answer the questions “how much” and “how long.”
Translation work is most often priced on a per source word basis.
InDesign formatting is priced on a per page basis. Quotes list a line
item for translation and a separate line item for InDesign
formatting.
How to Request A Quote:
To request and receive a written quote for translation of InDesign
documents follow the steps below:
1.

First email Affinity Translation a PDF version of the InDesign
file. Our email address is: info@affinitytranslation.com. If the
PDF file is too large to email then the file can be uploaded
using the following link:
https://spaces.hightail.com/uplink/Affinity-Companies
(continued next page)

Requesting A Quote
For InDesign Translation
(cont’d)
2.

Using the PDF file, we’ll extract and calculate a document word
count to prepare the quote.

3.

Please indicate the desired target language(s) to quote for
translation in your message. Each language has its own per
word rate.

4.

A written quote will then be emailed to the requestor. If the
quote is approved then the project can begin immediately.

Note: The existing InDesign source file set in English will be
requested to begin the project once the quote/project is approved.

Example
InDesign
Translation
Project
- Korean

“

Project Summary
• Translation Word Count: ~1200 words
• Pages in Finished Document: 4 pages
• Design Software: InDesign

InDesign Translation
Workflow
Send us your English Adobe InDesign documents. We’ll send them back to you
in your specified target language(s). It doesn’t get any easier or less
complicated than that. There’s no need for you to worry about learning new
processes, tools, or methods. We handle everything. You avoid unneeded
complications, and can stay focused on what it is you do best (which is
presumably not translating and formatting InDesign documents in unfamiliar
languages).
Send Us File(s)
1) In order to provide a quote for translation of an InDesign document we
request that you first send a PDF export of the InDesign file. Client questions in
some cases precede the receipt of a PDF for quoting. If you have questions
you’re encouraged to send them to us via email or telephone during regular
business hours. See contact information.
File Analysis
2) Once you send us a PDF we’ll prepare an analysis of the file to determine
the total number of words to translate. The analysis also indicates if any text
repetition is present. Text repetitions can lower your translation costs.
Translation is priced based on the number of words. InDesign formatting in the
target language is priced on a per page basis.
Quote Preparation
3) A written quote is prepared and then emailed to you. If you approve the
quote we’ll being the project.

InDesign Translation
Workflow (cont’d)
Text Translation
4) Translation services occurs independent of InDesign formatting. InDesign
document text is extracted from the InDesign environment prior to translation.
Translation can then occur using professional translation tools that enhance
translation quality and minimize project costs for customers. Once translation
is complete the translator’s work is proofread by a second translator as a
quality assurance measure.
InDesign Formatting
5) Translated and proofread text in the target language is then put back into
the InDesign document. Manual formatting adjustment occurs by our InDesign
formatting technicians. The original document formatting is retained although
some visual differences might be noticed in text positions since some
languages require more, or less text, relative to English in order to express
equivalent meaning.
Final Revision
6) A PDF export of the newly translated and formatted InDesign document is
then reviewed a final time before delivering the entire project to to you.
Normally an InDesign translation project is complete at this point, although
your can request adjustments (if any, for whatever reason) and in those cases
an additional final version is prepared and delivered to you to complete the
project.

Example
InDesign
Translation
Project
- Arabic

“

Project Summary
•Translation Word Count: ~1000 words
•Pages in Finished Document: 4 pages
•Design Software: InDesign

•
•
•
•

Legal
Technology
Marketing
Medical

•
•
•
•

Manufacturing
Elearning/Education
Financial
Video

A few industries and application sectors that traditionally
require frequent translation services.

“

“The difference between the right word and the
almost right word is really a large matter — it’s the
difference between lightning and a lightning bug.”
MARK TWAIN

Request Free
Translation Quote
We’ll Respond Within 20 Minutes
During Regular Business Hours

CLICK HERE
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